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Car Sale

CAR SALE on July 18 & 19!

FLEET PRICING and NO PAYMENT Option2 For 60 Days.
Many with Factory Warranty Remaining!

$100 VISA® Gift Card1 for every PSFCU Auto Loan booked at our Car Sale!

Our Credit Union staff will be on hand to help. Bring the whole family!
ADVANCE RSVP BONUS Register now and be entered for a chance to win fabulous prizes like Visa Gift cards, Las
Vegas vacations, and more!
BBQ | Reserved Parking | Trade-ins Welcome | Insurance Options | Kids Center

 

RSVP for the Car Sale today!
PHONE: 626-351-9651 EMAIL: marketing@mypsfcu.org
ONLINE: 1. RSVP link for Saturday, July 18, 2015 - http://conta.cc/1BZjrtA
              2. RSVP link for Sunday, July 19, 2015 - http://conta.cc/1BZjUvS
 

¹Must mention offer code to qualify for $100 VISA Gift Card: LoveMYPSFCU. Gift card offer valid for auto
loans booked during July 18 & 19, 2015 car sale.²Interest will continue to accrue on deferred first payment
option. No purchase necessary to participate in raffle. See credit union for full details.
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Financial Wellness

We’re pleased to introduce our new partnership with GreenPath financial wellness that is free for all members!
Whether you want advice on how to get out of debt or to pay off student loans,GreenPath is a trusted resource for
you. Just call 877-337-3399
or visit www.greenpath.com/mypsfcu to get started.

Anticipate Those Summer Money Surprises
The summer signals the start of wedding season. Many times, people don’t plan ahead for such expenses.
GreenPath counselor Kathryn Bossler has put together a few tips on giving a nice wedding gift, without breaking the
bank.

Five tips for wedding gifts:
1. If the couple has registered, don’t wait until the last minute to buy the gift. Watch their registry online and wait for
items to go on sale.

2. If it is a family member, consider putting together a cook book of family recipes or gifting a family heirloom, like a
piece of  jewelry.

3. Make a keepsake box that the couple can use to store mementos from their special day. Get it started with their
engagement announcement.

4. If the couple is going out of town, offer to watch their house or take care of their yard as a gift.

5. A gift basket filled with a few homemade treats, a giftcard to a special restaurant, a bottle of wine and a book of
love poems, adds a nice personal touch. “Remember, when you are deciding how much you can afford to spend on
a wedding gift, it is important to take into consideration the overall cost of the event,” said Bossler. “Will you need a
hotel room, airfare, or will you have to purchase new clothes?”
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Love your savings.

Members have saved over $1 billion with Love My Credit Union Rewards discounts!
Members are eligible for exclusive discounts and benefits.
• Receive discounted pricing on most new Chevy, Buick, and GMC vehicles
• Receive a 10% discount on select regularly priced Sprint monthly service.
  Plus, waived activation and upgrade fees (up to $36 savings each)
• Business members receive a 15% discount on select regularly priced Sprint monthly service. Plus, waived
activation and  upgrade fees (up to $36 savings each)
• Save on services for your home from ADT, DIRECTV, Allied, and more
• Get roadside assistance protection and more at up to 50% off other popular plans with Credit Union Auto Club
• Earn cash back with Love to Shop at over 1,500 online retailers

The more offers you take advantage of, the more you save. Start saving today at LoveMyCreditUnion.org.
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BECOME PART OF YOUR CREDIT UNION’S LEADERSHIP!

We are now accepting applications for volunteers to join our Supervisory Committee.
The Supervisory Committee acts as the guardian of the credit union to protect and safeguard member assets. They
ensure that records are maintained properly, honestly, and accurately, and check to see that proper internal
controls are in place.

How do I become a Supervisory Committee Member?
You must be a member of the credit union in good standing. Submit a letter of interest in writing or contact us at
1-877-297- 4707. Call today!
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Annual Meeting/ Member Appreciation Event

Our 79th year Annual Meeting / Member Appreciation event was a big hit! Thank you to everyone who attended, it
was agreat turnout. Our guests really appreciated the good food and raffle prizes. We’ll see you again next year!
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Las Vegas Trip Winner

Congratulations to longtime member, Cynthia C!
She won a trip to Las Vegas from our last car sale event. So who’s
going to be the next trip winner? Winner will be randomly selected
from the July 18 & 19 Car Sale RSVP list with no purchase
necessary. RSVP today by calling 626-351-9651 or emailing
marketing@mypsfcu.org!

“My mom and I went to the last PSFCU / Win Hyundai car sale and
had a great experience. Having Credit Union employees be at the
dealership meant a lot, PSFCU really took care of me! With fleet
pricing specials and a wide selection of car brands to choose   from,
my mom and I both got vehicles that we wanted that day!” - Cynthia C.
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Refer A Friend

Get Some Extra Cash!
$50 For You and up to $100 For a Friend or Family Member

2 WAYS TO EARN UP TO
• $50 x 2: New membership with checking and full direct deposit. Both get $50 as soon as Direct Deposit is received.
• Get an extra $50 x 2 if new loan is greater than $10,000.
• Get an extra $30 x 2 if new loan is less than $10,000.

*$50 deposit will be deposited into referring and referred account when full direct deposit or loan is verified. Offer
can end or be modified at any time. No limit to the number of referrals. Referring member must be a member in
good standing. Referred member must meet membership qualifications.
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Top Used Car Values
Buying used can save you thousands

Buying a new vehicle is always an exciting venture, but it’s normally associated with a hefty price tag. And even
worse, in most cases, the minute you drive that vehicle off the lot, it loses a solid chunk of its value. So if you’re
looking for a vehicle that’s new to you, buying something used is a great way to save thousands and still get just
what (or even more than) you’re looking for.

 

Getting a used vehicle doesn’t mean you need
to settle. Sure, you can find a Toyota Camry or
Honda Civic, and it will provide you with years
of hassle free driving. However, if you’re
looking for a little excitement, there are still
plenty of great bargains out there to be had. 

 

Being comfortable going to a private seller
(especially on Craigslist) is a big plus, as they
don’t have the markup normally associated
with a dealership. Stopping by your financial
institution for a loan can help you figure out
how much you can afford, and better yet, you
could have the cash in hand to make the deal
when you choose. 

 

There are plenty of lists that show you what
$10,000 can get you. On AutoTraders’ list, you
can find a MINI Cooper (2007), a vehicle
known for its quirky personality and fun driving
manners. Its unique design doesn’t hurt either. 

 

AutoBytel listed the Ford Crown Victoria (a
2010 model can be yours for under $10,000), a great vehicle for those looking for a roomy cabin and excellent
highway companion. You can even spring for a 2008 Infiniti G35. Popular Mechanics did their own list and they
found a 2000 Chevrolet Corvette (new models sell for over $55,000) and the BMW Z3 sports car. 

 

US News has their own list dedicated to more recent models you can find under $10,000, and a few of them include
the 2009 Scion tC, the 2009 Hyundai Elantra, the 2010 Nissan Cube, and the 2009 Pontiac Vibe.

 

A vehicle you previously thought was out of your price range may be closer than you think if you do your research.
Regardless of which model you choose, start with the right auto loan, and you’ll be on your way to saving money
while driving a vehicle that’s new to you. 
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5 Great Camping Sites in Northern California
Celebrate spring at one of Northern California’s best campgrounds

Northern California attracts outdoor enthusiasts in droves with its amazing scenery, hiking trails, beaches and
forests. It’s easy to explore some of the best natural areas that Northern California has to offer by pitching your tent
in one of these five campgrounds this spring.
 
Big Basin Redwoods State Park
Your whole family will enjoy the stunning scenery of
Big Basin Redwoods State Park, with Old Growth
and younger, recovering Redwood Forests mixed
among other forest habitats. There are 80 miles of
trails to explore, a beach, and a freshwater marsh to
explore, with plenty of wildlife spotting opportunities,
so be sure to pack your camera. This park is “Crumb
Clean” meaning visitors must watch a video about the
impact that food has on local wildlife before they
camp, you can find that video and more information
about planning your trip at
http://www.parks.ca.gov/?page_id=540

Kirk Creek Campground
For stunning views of the Pacific Ocean, make a
reservation at Kirk Creek Campground, which is
situated on a bluff overlooking the Big Sur coastline.
Take a walk down the path to the beach and spend
the day fishing, surfing or just enjoying the ocean
breeze. You can book reservations online and learn
more about this beautiful spot at
http://campone.com/campsites/kirk-creek/.
 
Minaret Falls Campground
There are no advanced reservations at this Inyo National Forest campground, so if you want one of the best sites
with views of Minaret Falls, make sure to get there early in the day. Other sites sit on the riverbank of the San
Joaquin River, so even if you don’t get a waterfall view, you won’t be lacking for ambiance. The campground is also
a short walk to the Devils Postpile lava formation, which is a fun and educational experience for people of all ages.
For driving directions and contact information, visit
http://www.fs.usda.gov/recarea/inyo/specialplaces/recarea/?recid=20514&actid=29.
 
Summerdale Campground
 Located in the Sierra National Forest, this beautiful campground provides plenty of shade thanks to the
cottonwood, cedar and fir trees. It is less than two miles from Yosemite National Park, so it is a great place to pitch
a tent if you want to explore the national park with your family. Even if you don’t plan on visiting Yosemite, the
beautiful wildflower meadows, pleasant summer temperatures and fishing opportunities at Big Creek provide plenty
of activities to keep your family occupied. Begin planning your trip with the helpful information at
http://www.recreation.gov/camping/summerdale-campground/r/campgroundDetails.do?contractCode=NRSO&parkId=73745.
 
Cold Springs Campground
Located in Sequoia National Park in a valley made by glaciers, this stunning post is surrounded by a massive shale
and granite cliffs. You can learn more about the unique geology of this area at the nearby Mineral King Visitor
Center. You can’t go wrong no matter which site you choose, whether you prefer one near the Kaweah River or one
among the cool shade of the aspen forest. Directions and more information can be found at
http://www.nps.gov/seki/planyourvisit/cold_springs.htm.
 
Make a point to explore Northern California this spring by planning a trip at one of these great campgrounds.
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12 Must-Haves for Your Hiking Trip
Conquer the great outdoors by bringing these items along on your next hiking
trip

No matter where you were born or how you were raised, you no doubt experience that instinctual draw to the great
outdoors. For many of us, the craving to become one with nature can only be satisfied with a trek through the
wilderness. Just make sure you’re fully prepared for your retreat!
 
Once you obtain a quality bag that won’t strain
your back, fill it with the following items:
 
Map - Make sure you have a solid copy of the
trails you will be crossing and the surrounding
area — whether it’s a printed pamphlet or a
detailed atlas. You’ll need a guidebook to track
your progress and assess your surroundings.
 
Compass - Because you can’t always judge
your position based on which direction the sun
is (some days can be cloudy), a compass
provides an accurate indication of where
you’re headed, regardless of the weather.
 
Cell phone - While hiking should give you a
break from technology, having a phone on
hand for emergency situations can be a
life-saver. Don’t rely on signal reception to use
it as a GPS — or drain your battery when you
don’t need it — but keep it on hand for serious
situations, even if it’s a prepaid basic phone.
 
Water - Your body needs plenty of hydration
throughout the day, especially if you are
exerting it by climbing all day. Pack a reusable
water bottle with a built-in filter, or carry
chemical tablets for purification. You can also wear a refillable water backpack to carry larger amounts of water on
the trails.
 
Food - Bring a full day’s worth of energy with you in the form of fruit, granola, power bars, trail mix, jerky, bread, and
peanut butter. Don’t waste space on food that needs to be cooked, but make sure you have enough for a whole
day, even if you’re planning for a couple hours of walking.
 
First-aid kit - Keep a container filled with adhesive and sterilized bandages, tweezers, antiseptic wipes, gauze
pads, scissors, and tape.
 
Extra clothes - Apart from the garments you’ll be wearing when you depart (which should be lightweight but
full-length pants and a sleeved shirt), bring extra socks, gloves, and a poncho with a hood in case it rains. Make
sure you’re wearing quality hiking boots, too.
 
Whistle - A whistle is crucial when you’re lost, someone else is lost, or if you’re injured. Get a plastic mouthpiece
instead of all-metal, for the sake of your lips.
 
Fire starter supplies - Starting a fire in the middle of nowhere can be nearly impossible without fire sticks,
waterproof matches, a lighter, or even striking flint. Make sure you keep these packed for cold nights or for signaling.
 
Multi-use kit - While your pocket knife doesn’t need every tool imaginable on it, yours should at least include a
locking blade, wood saw, reamer, scissors, and pliers.  
 
Flashlight - Even if you plan to return by sunset, have a small LED flashlight in your backpack — with working
batteries.
 
Insect repellant - One thing is always true about being outdoors - there are bugs. Whether you’re in the forest or
near water, mosquitoes will be swarming you. Keep them away with a quality repellant spray.
 
By double-checking for these items before you head off into the wilderness, you will be prepared for any type of
situation. The only thing left to do is go out and enjoy!
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Tips to Grow Giant Tomatoes
Grow the biggest tomatoes on the block by following these easy tips

Few things are more discouraging than spending months weeding, mulching, watering and fertilizing your garden,
only to end up with some measly little fruits and vegetables which aren’t even enough for a salad. If you’re going to
grow big tomatoes, you’ll need to follow these tips to optimize next year’s harvest.
 
Get the right type
You’re not going to get giant red monsters
from a grape tomato plant. Make sure you
select a sliver or beefsteak variety of tomato,
like Giant Belgium, Brandywine, Hillbilly, or
Italian Beefsteak. These will continue growing
and producing fruit all season long. Ask local
gardeners which varieties of tomato plants
work best in your area. When you purchase a
started plant, make sure it has large, strong
roots, and don’t just look good above the dirt. 
 
Plant deep and early
You’ll want to get your crop into the soil as
early as possible to maximize the amount of
time it has to grow. Once winter concludes,
toughen your plants up by gradually exposing
them to the elements for two weeks — unless
they’re already acclimated. Warm the soil with
black or clear plastic and cover the plants
during any late frosts.
 
As you dig your hole, bury half of your plant
under the ground, trimming any lower leaves
and leaving the healthy young leaves exposed.
A buried stem will sprout even more roots. As
the plant grows, remove the bottom leaves
which are likely to develop fungal infections. 
 
Give them room and nutrients
When you plant your tomatoes, make sure their roots have plenty of space to expand. Select a bright spot with
fresh air and plenty of sun exposure. If you’re growing from seed, expose them to 14-16 hours of direct light, even if
it’s artificial. The soil should be clean and nutrient-rich with lots of organic components (avoiding clay-filled or rocky dirt).
 
Fertilize the ground with potassium, phosphorus, and calcium rather than excessive amounts of nitrogen — a fish
emulsion fertilizer works great. Then follow it up with compost. Water each plant once per week, soaking the soil
directly rather than the stem or leaves. Rotate your crop around the garden every year to avoid diseases and keep
soil balanced.
 
Give your plant support
If you want your tomatoes to grow large, you’d better be prepared to support the weight. Hook your tomato plant up
to a six-foot cage, trellis, or heavy stake when you first plant it, then as your giant tomatoes begin developing,
support each branch with its own sock/nylon to support the weight.
 
Keep it trimmed 
Healthy tomato plants need lots of attention. As it grows, remove all but one or two flowers from each cluster,
leaving the biggest ones. Remove most all of the young blooms at the top of the plant to let the older fruits at the
bottom continue to thrive. Remove the fruit that develops furthest from the stem.
 
Trim non-fruiting sprouts (often called suckers or runts) that form between branches and the main stem. They sap
energy from the plant without producing anything. 
 
Harvest!
Halfway through the summer, harvest most of your tomatoes but leave the biggest, healthiest ones to continue
growing. As fall approaches, keep an eye on your prized fruits, and once they appear to plateau in size and reach a
rich red color, take them inside with you.
 
By following these steps, you are sure to grow a bountiful garden and really be able to enjoy the fruits of your labor.
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How Sweating Benefits Your Body
Don’t forget a towel to wipe down! 

We all know that exercising has many great benefits for your body and overall heath, but how many people realize
that just the simple act of sweating can also improve your well-being? Sweating can do everything from cleaning
your pores to expelling toxins, as well as regulating your body temperature and helping to prevent kidney stones.
 
Prevents kidney stones
One unexpected benefit from sweating is
actually a great preventative method against
kidney stones.
 
“As your body temperature rises, your body will
automatically perspire to release a salty liquid
from your sweat glands to help cool you
down,” explains Dr. Joseph Mercola, celebrity
osteopathic physician.
 
This salt would otherwise enter your kidneys,
where it would assist in the creation of painful
kidney stones. The theory is that the more you
sweat out the salt, the less chance it has
entering your kidneys.
 
Helps maintain body temperature
If your body didn’t produce sweat, then you
would just keep getting hotter and hotter,
which could make your system malfunction,
like an overheated car engine.
 
Sweat glands are designed to create sweat
when activated by signals from the brain.
These signals are triggered by an alert from
the thyroid, which is essentially the thermostat
of the body. Sweat is mostly water, so a layer of sweat on the body is designed to have the same effect as dousing
yourself with water on a cool day. Even warm water can amplify a summer breeze and eventually evaporate to cool
you off, according to Mercola.com.
 
Assists in the fight against pimples
Think about sweating like washing your favorite coffee mug. Sweat cleans your pores from the everyday dirt that
clogs them up. However, sweating only pushes that grime and dirt to the surface of your skin, so it’s still your duty to
wash your face at least twice a day to maintain a healthy glow.
 
Sweating in a sauna
Many people choose to enjoy a few minutes in a sauna every once in a while, to relax and to get a good sweat
going. But did you know that there are different types of saunas, which heat your body in completely different ways?
 
A traditional sauna heats the body from the outside-in while an infrared sauna heats from the inside-out. The
infrared sauna is also able to heat your body a few inches deep. This helps the body to expel more toxins and also
promotes more oxygenation in the tissue. Getting rid of those toxins supports good immune function and decreases
your risk from diseases associated with toxic overload.
 
People usually always say that they feel better after working out, walking, or doing something else that causes
them to sweat. It could be because of the toxins leaving their body, the pride that they feel from exercise, or
because they know it’s helping them prevent those pesky pimples or kidney stones. Either way, when you start to
feel yourself sweating, you should be happy to know that your body is rewarding you for sweating in many more
ways than one.
 
This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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Save the Date & RSVP!

Lunch & Learn:
Car Shopping – How Not to Get Ripped Off at Dealerships! 
Please join us for our upcoming complimentary, educational Lunch and Learn
workshop.
We’re having two sessions for your convenience, pick the one that works best for
your schedule and RSVP today! Food and parking is provided.

 

When: Tuesday, July 14th (2 sessions available)
Times: 12:00 to 1:30PM: RSVP at http://conta.cc/1e3v5OV
2:00PM to 3:30PM: RSVP at http://conta.cc/1Hs5qL8
Where: Pasadena Headquarters, Main Boardroom
670 N. Rosemead Blvd, Pasadena, CA 91107
 

Daniel Guzman has been in the automotive industry for over 26 years and has
held various positions that include Salesman, Dealership Desk Manager, and
Auto Sales Internet Director. Daniel is eager to share all the dealership “insider
tips” to ensure you’re getting the best deal on your next purchase. Have your
questions ready!

 

Topics:
• Common practices by dealers
• How to avoid overpaying for a car
• Understanding dealer pricing, contracts, quotes and interest rate tricks
• Getting the best trade-in values, optional products, and more!
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